GuestCall®
Fast Casual Restaurant Paging System

Reduce Noise and Congestion,
Increase Sales
Reduce the congestion at the counter and improve your
guests’ experience with GuestCall paging system. Give
guests a pager while you complete their order so they
can fill their drink, find a table, sit and relax. When their
order is ready, page the guest to pick-up their food. No
more mispronounced names, blaring overhead speaker
systems or chaos at your counter.
GuestCall helps you be more profitable by reducing labor
costs, eliminating the need for food runners, and increasing
sales by providing a relaxing, inviting environment to bring
friends and coworkers.

GuestCall allows
guests to relax while
waiting for their food.

GuestCall Highlights
>

Digital Coaster Pager*
Program pager numbers
over the air in just seconds,
freeing managers to manage
the restaurant and not the
paging system.
NEW

> Customer-Friendly Paging
Remove congestion at the
counter and allow guests to
relax and visit while waiting
for their order.
> Anti-Theft Feature
Minimizes pager loss with
an out-of-range alert.
> Most Reliable Pagers
Are made from highquality parts for the
best performance in
the industry.

> User-Replaceable Batteries
Battery replacement is easy
and convenient, keeping the
cost of ownership down.
> Smart Charging
Dramatically extends
the life of pager batteries
without overcharging them.
> Unique System ID
Prevents neighboring
paging systems from
interfering with
communication in
your restaurant.
> Flexible Integration
GuestCall integrates
with table management
software systems.
*Available in UHF only

CALL TOLL-FREE

800.925.8091 FOR MORE INFORMATION TODAY.

GuestCall Features & Specifications
Digital Coaster Pager*

> Eliminates the hassle and expense of renumbering

Additional pager
options available

> Over the air programming - renumber on the fly
> Guarantees no duplicates

NEW

> Eliminates stickers
UHF Technology

> Up to 2 miles of coverage
> Perfect for large restaurants and multiple levels

Unique System ID

> Prevents interference from other paging systems

Transmitter

> Easy for staff to use

Digital Coaster
Pager*

CrystalCall® with
Paddle Pager

CrystalCall®
Pager

Alpha Numeric
Pager

Slim Pager

Rechargeable
Numeric Pager

> Built for maximum strength and durability
> Handles up to 9999 coasters and pagers
> Backlit display and glow-in-the-dark keypad
for better visibility
> Built-in clock to help manage wait times
Pager Options

> Select the pager that works for you
> Ergonomic, rechargeable pagers the most durable on the market

Locate Feature

> Easily locate missing pagers with a press of a button

Out-of-Range Alert

> Helps reduce accidental loss

Smart Charging

> Extends the life of pager batteries without
overcharging them
> Charges all pagers in 2 hours

User-Replaceable,
Rechargeable Batteries

> Indicator light shows battery is charging or needs
replacement
> Simple user replacement of batteries guarantees
no down time
> Pager battery life is 3-5 years

*Available in UHF only

About HME Wireless
HME Wireless, Inc. offers a complete line of onsite messaging solutions to improve efficiency and customer service
for restaurants, hospitals, church nurseries, salons and retail businesses. Headquartered in Suwanee, Georgia,
HME Wireless, Inc. is a subsidiary of HME, Inc., an innovative technology company focused on enhancing productivity
and customer service for multiple markets including restaurant and pro audio since 1971.
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